Case Study: Emerging Advantages of Climate Change for Agriculture in Kano State, North-Western Nigeria
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Abstract

The current climate change is affecting the environment in diverse ways. Some of the effects are good and some others bad. The good side has not been given its deserved attention in Nigeria, nor has it in most parts of the world. Some areas are becoming warmer and wetter, which could enhance agriculture. This paper therefore examined the rainfall and temperature trends as tools of climate change over Kano State, north-western Nigeria, which is an area well known for agriculture. Rainfall and temperature data covering a period of 43 years (1971-2013) were collected and analyzed using the moving averages, regression and correlation statistics. Results obtained showed gradual but steady increases in both temperature and rainfall. The results indicate that Kano State is warming at an average annual rate of 0.011°C and becoming wetter at a rate of 21.26 mm per annum. An implication of this increased rainfall for farmers in the area is the opportunity to increase crop and animal production. This is because more rainfall can now be harvested. Also, soil moisture, rivers, dams, and ponds are being recharged more, thus making water more available and longer lasting for crops and animals.
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1. Introduction

Several studies of the earth-atmosphere system have confirmed the build-up of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere as being responsible for the present climate change via warming. See for example, [1]-[11]. Generally, the manifestations of this change are not the same globally since different regions are differently affected. Some of
these manifestations have conspicuous effects on the environment. For example, droughts are becoming more frequent and prolonged the world over. Extensions of this are the expansion of desertification and its concomitant effects of withering of vegetation, famine, and drying-up and/or shrinking of water bodies and increased dust loading [12]-[16]. Also, there have been increased frequency and magnitude of coastal flooding emanating from powerful and destructive hurricanes propelled by strengthened storm systems [1] [17] [18]. The melting of glaciers and frozen sea water is now common [17] [19]. Similarly, the survival ability of some very sensitive living things like algae and corals has been altered [18]. Climate change also has its good effects though not often given attention to. For example, the increasing global temperatures are translating into increased agricultural productivity and better vegetation conditions for some regions as they become warmer and wetter. Habitable areas are enlarging for some once frozen regions as they get melted and warmer [19].

Though the tropics (or low latitudes), within which the study area is located is being the least warmed in the present warming of the world [19] [20], any warming at all still makes it an area of very high temperature which could cause an increase in rainfall levels or a reduction in them. Agriculture is one of such activities of man that might be affected by this because an increased rainfall implies more luxuriant growth and greater yields for crops and by extension more food for animals. On the other hand, a reduction in it, especially in combination with raised temperatures, brings about insufficient soil moisture which would result to withering of vegetation. This paper therefore assesses the good sides of climate change in the study area, especially with regard to agriculture.

2. Area Description

The study area is Kano State, north-western Nigeria. It is a typical tropical area as it is located between latitudes 10˚30’N and 12˚38’N, and longitudes 7˚45’E and 9˚29’E (Figure 1). This location falls within the Koppen’s Aw climate (i.e. Tropical Continental Climate) implying dry and wet type with the rainy season lasting from mid-May to mid-October whereas the dry season is from mid-October to mid-May [21]. Annual rainfall totals for the northern part of the state are about 800 mm and 1100 mm for the southern part [22]. These rainfall amounts make the area to possess Sudan Savannah vegetation [23]. The mean annual temperature is about 26˚C [24].

Kano state is not only the most populous state in northern Nigeria but in the country as a whole. The population of the state was 9,383,582 in the 2006 national population census [25]. Dividing this population with the state’s area of 20,131 square kilometres, it means that the state had a population density of approximately 466 persons per square kilometre in 2006. It therefore has the highest population density among the states of northern Nigeria.

The study area is well known for its success in crop and animal production at both subsistence and commercial levels. These agricultural practices are mostly found in the outlying districts of the state with crop production
directly dependent on rain, and during the dry season on irrigation. Animal production also depends on rain, though indirectly to a reasonable extent. Maize, millet, sorghum and rice are major food crops produced for local consumption whereas groundnut and cotton are produced for export and industrial purposes. In Nigeria, Kano state is the major producer of hides and skins, chilli pepper, cotton, garlic, gum arabic, sesame and soybean.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Data Used

Mean monthly maximum and minimum temperatures and monthly rainfall totals covering 43 years each for the study area were collected from the Nigerian Meteorological Agency (NIMET), Oshodi, Lagos, Nigeria. Temperature and rainfall were used as indicators of climate change in the study area as these parameters are not only elements of weather and climate, but also factors of climate. The temperature data were transformed to mean monthly temperatures and furthermore to annual means. In transforming the mean monthly temperature values, 1032 months were available while those of 18 months were missing representing 1.7 percent. As for the rainfall data, monthly totals were transformed to annual totals. Nine (9) months were missing out of the 516 months involved representing 1.7 percent. This problem of missing values was resolved by the application of linear regression by which known values in the series were used to determine the unknown ones [26].

3.2. Data Analysis

The following statistical techniques were employed in the analysis of the climatic data: moving averages or running means; regression; and correlation. Their details are as follows:

Moving Averages: The 10-year moving averages technique is elected in this study to help filter out erratic variations (fluctuations) between successive observations in the temperature and rainfall data. Basically, the moving averages reduce the irregular fluctuations and highlight the regular ones [26]. The technique is good in revealing short term trends [27] [28].

Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (r): It was used to examine the degree of association between time and temperature values and between time and rainfall values.

Furthermore, the Coefficient of Determination (CD) was applied to determine what percentage of variation in temperature or rainfall values is explained by time. It can be expressed as:

\[ CD = r^2 \times 100\% \]  

(1)

where, r is the Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient.

To test for significance of the correlation coefficient, the Student “t” Test was utilized. It is written as:

\[ \text{Student “t” Test} = \frac{r \sqrt{n - 2}}{\sqrt{1 - r^2}} \]  

(2)

where, r is the Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient and n is the number of observations (i.e. 43).

4. Results and Discussion

After filtering out erratic variations between successive observations by the use of the 10-year moving averages statistic, annual temperature and rainfall trend lines for temperature and rainfall respectively were fitted with few peaks and depressions left (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). Employing the linear regression statistic to suppress all modes of fluctuations, including those left by the moving averages technique, and to highlight the general tendency, intercepts, slopes and regression line equations were generated. The results so generated appear in Table 1 and as graphs in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

An examination of Table 1 reveals that both parameters possess upward trends implying that the study area is warming at the rate of 0.011°C per annum and getting wetter by 21.26 mm annually. It therefore implies that both parameters possess positive trends. Similarly, all the correlation coefficients of these parameters are positive and significant at 95% level of confidence (as in Table 2). Thus, there is no randomness in the trends of the temperature and rainfall data of Kano State. The 0.011°C annual rate of increase in mean annual temperatures of the study area (see Table 1 and Figure 2), could look ordinarily small. But for a typical tropical area such as Kano State, north-western Nigeria, any increase in temperature whatsoever could imply much for the other
elements of weather and climate (for example rainfall). Basically, this increase in mean annual temperatures will make the area even hotter. This would bring about increase in evapotranspiration if wet surfaces exist [20] [29].

The rate of increase in annual rainfall totals for Kano State, that is 21.26 mm (Table 1 and Figure 3), is way above those of other states not only in the north-western part of Nigeria but in the entire northern Nigeria which is made up of 19 states [20]. These increasing annual rainfall totals of the study area can be attributed to the increasing sizes of the dam/irrigation projects in the area (see Table 3). The two dam/irrigation projects are among the largest in Nigeria, thus making Kano State the state in Nigeria with the largest area under dam/irrigation.
Table 3. Major dam/irrigation projects in Kano State.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Dam/irrigation projects</th>
<th>Capacity of dam (million of m³)</th>
<th>Expected project surface area (hectares)</th>
<th>Present project surface area (hectares)</th>
<th>Primary usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Challawa Gorge</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>10,117</td>
<td>Water supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tiga</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>17,800</td>
<td>Irrigation and water supply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified from [30][31].

projects that are very active. Such projects are usually a source of increasing water molecules in the earth’s atmosphere wherever they exist; the reasons being that large dam/irrigation projects will cause an increase in evapotranspiration. This is in the sense that such projects increase the leaf-area as the number of plants increases, and also wet surfaces available. The tendency for condensation to take place and clouds formed, which could result in precipitation (rainfall in this case), under these circumstances is very high. These convective activities are basically temperature powered. With the warming of the study area, the increasing rainfall and its annual rate are thus not surprising. When convective activities are reduced, condensation and cloud formation are likely to be reduced too, thereby reducing the tendency for precipitation.

This increased rainfall of Kano State which is resulting from climate change through increasing temperature should be taken advantage of especially by farmers as it provides a free source of water for crop and animal production when harvested or fall over the farmlands. The rivers that recharge the dams, the dams themselves, the irrigation projects in general and groundwater are being recharged more with increasing rainfall. This further enhances agriculture directly for crop production and directly and indirectly for animal production. The animals drink from the harvested rain water, and crops produced are some sources of food or foods for the animals. Inadequate water supply is usually the bane of agriculture for an area like Kano state where rainy season is only for about 5 months. Therefore an increase in the amount of rainfall that can be harvested, stored in dams, ponds and underground is an advantage that should be seized by farmers and investors in the agricultural sector.

5. Conclusions

From the results and discussion, Kano State is one area that is experiencing at least one advantage of climate change by way of increasing annual rainfall totals. Though rainfall increase could mean for some areas flooding, pressure on dam walls and facilities, and so on, it is an advantage for the study area and like areas where agriculture is popular and rainfall amounts relatively small and rainy season short. Therefore, agriculture can be enhanced through this increasing rainfall. Crops that were before now not planted because of inadequate moisture can now be introduced in the area with increasing rainfall both directly and from stored ones in tanks, dams, ponds and underground. With this Kano State will maintain its pride of place as the state in Nigeria that ranks first in the production of several crops and animal products for both local and international markets.

Equally, care must be taken with this increasing annual rainfall totals to avoid it becoming a source of disaster for the area and Nigeria as a whole. This is because of the flooding that can emanate from the rainfall increase. It is therefore expedient for more dams to be built and old ones strengthened and enlarged majority by the governments of Nigeria and Kano State since such projects are capital intensive. Private-partnership participation should also be encouraged by these governments.
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